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Outline
• Rising of BASIC countries and their GHG 
emissions
• Drivers behind the emissions increase
I th thi f th l b l• s ere some ng new rom e g o a  
perspective?
• What the environmental implications?
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Rising of the BASIC Countries
• Brazil, China, India, and South Africa, also know as the 
BASIC countries, represent the fast growing members of 
the developing world. 
• Copenhagen Accord was brokered by the BASIC countries 
and the United States
• Together, these four big developing countries have 40% of                 
the world population, more than twice of the total of 
OECD countries.
3
The growing important of BASIC countries in 
global GHG emissions
Gigatonnes of CO2
Source: IEA, 2007
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Influences of the rising of BASIC countries
• Their rapid development in the past three decades has 
helped lift hundreds of millions of people above poverty, 
changing the picture of 20% rich living in developed 
countries, 80% poor living in developing countries
• Changing from big receivers of development aid to big 
contributors
• Both important markets and major manufacturing centres
• Change the landscape of world economy and politics and 
change the landscape of international environmental 
thi d li t de cs an  governance more comp ca e .
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Rapid economic growth in China and 
Domestic drivers 
Rapid economic growth: Between 1979 and 2007, 
the Chinese economy grew at an average annual               
rate of 9.8%
• Mass consumption stage: rapid increases of           
consumer goods, appliances, buildings, cars…
• City expansion: large scale construction of roads            , 
railways, and other infrastructures and housing
• Urbanisation: income gap between the urban         
and rural residents has widened from 3.3:1 in 
2009. each year over urban population increase 
by over 10 million
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Mean CO2 intensity of imports and exports to and from the 
largest net importing/exporting countries
M• oreover, a 
significant 
part of their 
emissions 
and natural 
resource 
over-
extraction is 
for 
consumptio
n in the   
developed 
world
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China and India in the World Economics
• Catching-up is a energy and other resource-intensive process, request large 
amount of physical asset accumulation, combining industrialisation and 
urbanisation
• China is in the process, India, whose economic take-off starts 10 years later 
than China, is likely to follow
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Material flow circle  
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World Real GDP and Population Growth         
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World Economic and Population 
Growth rate
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Urbanisation is part of the modernity process      
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Technological progress has
reduced the quantity of commodities used         
per unit of GDP
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Output of virtually all commodities
has increased since 1965   
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Worldwide water withdrawal, 1900‐2000
Over extraction of underground water     
is increasing, leading to underground 
water level decreasing and land 
subsidence and influencing ecological,    
systems
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2050 economic projection
• Rising of BRIC countries
• Other developing countries, including big ones, may join the catch-
up queue  
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World ecological footprint
• The Ecological Footprint has emerged as the world’s premier 
measure of humanity’s demand on nature. It measures how much 
land and water area a human population requires to produce the 
resource it consumes and to absorb its wastes, using prevailing 
technology
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Whose footprint, on whose land?
Because of international trade and poverty, poor countries 
are often at the frontier of environmental degradation as 
supplier of primary goods, and lack of means to control them
S WWF 2010ource: , 
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Conclusions
• Developing countries are following the same modernity 
pathways
• Modernity is taking place at an unprecedented speed in 
absolute terms
O ti ld t i l l t• ver me, wor  raw ma er a  supp y cen res, 
manufacturing centres, and economic growth centres 
change
• Wherever they are, the resource input and the waste 
disposal increase as economies develop, and 
environmental pressure increases
• Climate change and biodiversity loss is just part of the 
picture of resource depletion and degradtion: need find 
more sustainable growth patterns
• The urgency: long use life of buildings, power plants, 
cars, and other infrastructure (lock-in effect) 19
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